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It is thought by the writer that there is no published account of the nesting of TVilson’s Snipe (Gcrllinap
de7icatuQ
in western Pennsylvania; mtl ereii if there be such an account,
the notes offered in this paper mag prove interesting, particularly
to the students of our own region-many
of whom, it is certain,
are not aware that the bird nests with us.
The writer well knows that in disclosing the nesting grounds
of this species, he exposes the n-hole region to the mercies of
collectors who may hare a set of eggs of this species as a particular local desitleratum ; but he also feels that sincere ornithologists will delight in knowing of such a region, ant1 will do all
in their power not only to protect the Snipe awl other birds,
but possibly to set asitle the area as a State l’rrserve.
( T9 I’vmatuiiing
Swamp was the
From aprjl 27 to June 3, l.)&
c
scene of the Carnegie Museum?s field-labors for the spring season.
This swamp is located in the Linesrille Quntlrant of Crawford
County, but my base of operation was Hartstown, a small village
about a mile north of the southern extremity of the swamp.
From my quarters in this town it ~;IR possible to plunge almost
immetliately into the swamp proper, ant1 many interesting birds
nested not at all far from the railwa- station.
Although the tamarack ant1 henllock woocletl regions are
most interesting, and Iv-e11worth a prolongetl discussion from the
ornithologist’s
standpoint, in this particular
paper only the
more open stretches of the swamp, or marsh-lands, mill be considered, since here, and here only, occurred the Wilson’s Snipe.
During the early part of our sojourn, from April 27 to Nay 2,
the weather was pronouncedly chilly; and Tree Sparrows were
still more or less abundant.
Xevertlieless, on the first evening of
our visit, numbers of Snipes were present, and many, if not all
of them “bleating.”
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This wierdly beautiful sound is difficult to describe. Nor
have I yet found a word which very aptly suggests the quality
of the noise. “Bleating?’ it has often been called ; also “whistling, ” “winnowing,” and even “whinneying,” all of which are in
a way suggestive, bitt only incompletely so. While on the veq
scene, I spent some time tryin g to speak ms impressions in a
word, and I was a trifle disturbed by my total inability to find
any means of doing so. There is a certain attendant sense of
despair in finding oneself so helpless. Although this sound has
some qualities of a bleat, I should say that the beginning of the
wintl song is too gradual, and the dying out too much prolol<getl
to be given by this term.
A bleat, as a usual thing, at least
begins rather sutldenlrv . The immature Black-backed Gull, for
example, often gives forth a sound very appropriately
to be
called a bleat, which the natives of Labrador are pleuse~l to
term “bawlinv ”
I must coEfess that there is for me in the FVilson’s Snipe’s
courting song, a sobbing sound ; and when thus described it
brings to my mind the most satisfying toual image of all. But
perhaps the difficult nrutter of interpretation of sound had better
be dismissed by saying that to be conceived properly it must
first be heard. For a time I could not correlate the time of the
song accurately with the wing beats of the bird. always the
rapid wing movements seemed to precede all the sound, and as
nearly as I could tell, the bodily performance of the bird was
over more or less, before the sound reached me. This was due, I
believe, largely to the distance between me and the birds. For,
after becoming somewhat desperate, I waded out to the middle
of the marsh where, waist-deep in water, and with tall, dead
cat-tails about my body, I could watch the birds to better atlvantage. A few yards above my new observation point woultl
occasionally fly a performing Snipe. And thrilling
it was to
feel so intimately associated with things, particularly
at that
intimate time of the evening, when the whole marsh seemed to
be in action. While a performing Snipe was flying over me I
was conscious of a gentle, but distinct, vibration, such as I have
heard at pipe-organ recitals.
I did not realize this at first, because it was a delicate sensation. But I always felt it; and
once or twice I actually seemed to feel some sort of vibratiou
before any sound reached my ears. At least twice the bills of
birds which performed above me were apparently opened some-
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individual it was ascertained that circles almost a half mile in
diameter were sometimes described, although this was not usually
the case. Later in the season, presumably when certain pairs of
birds had left for regions further north, the air routes of the
flying birds were much more confined, indicating, it seems to me,
that attention was plainly focused on an objective point below.
I wonder if it is certainly known that the female Snipes never
indulge in these antics. The question naturally arises, because
when first the Snipes were heard, in full evening concert, it was
practically impossible to find a single Snipe anywhere on the
ground. Never was one flushetl at such times, that tlid not, after
emitting a nervous “schl~ape” or two, circle higher, and join the
performers.
It is highly probable, in this connection, that the
incubating females of the region actually were not flushed, simply because their nests were not closely enough approached ; but
concerning the female Snipes which were en route to more northern nesting grounds, I cannot say. These may have joined the
males occasioiially, if not regularly, in the flight antics.
This last statement, implying as it tloes, a wide difference in
the nesting tlates of individual pairs of Snipes, leads me to a
discussion of the status of the species. Il’ormally
it has been
considered of course only a migrant.
Now, it must be regarded
also as
summer resident, ant1 furthermore, numerous records
+end to show that it is not especially rare as a winter resident,
depending of course on the weather conditions. The inhabitants
of Hartstown spoke of seeing Snipes occasionally in wiuter as
though it were no unusual thing; even so recently as in December
of 1922, 7VilsoiPs Snipe was included in the Christmas Census
from Mercer Comity ; and two accurate observers have informed
me that this species sometimes remains in small flocks. Thus,
it is to be expected that the winterin g intliritluals have progressed
far in their nesting activities by the time the migrants from
further south are passing through.
This explains why the courtship flight movements were still v-err evident and constant
when a week later, well incubated eggs were found. Sorne queer
antics which were observed are still not satisfactorily explained
to my mind however. On April 29 two birds were repeatedly
flushed together; not always the same two individuals necessarily, I presume, and not certainly of opposite sex. But these
birds often sailed gracefully over the cat-tails, in wide sweeping
undulations, with wings set in a manner suggesting Chimney
il.
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Swifts, a type of flight totally different from any previously
observed. The same stunt was many times observed in the male
bird of the pair whose nest was located. In fact this type of
display, if it were display, was so common that the usual twitching, erratic flight was only rarely seen. I have wondered if this
may not have been a pair of birds, possibly recently maM,
though not actually nesting there.
On May 3, in a portion of the swamp iiear town, a new autic
was observed. A Snipe, subsequently determined as a male,
sprang up close at hand, and after a few energetic, direct mingbeats, put his wings high above his body, and describing a graceful arc, dropped toward the grouud, his legs trailing, only to
Kever during this exrise again to repeat the performance.
hibition did he actually touch the ground with his feet, so far
as I could see, but it gave that impression. He was clearly escited, and I now know that such antics are a certain indication
of nesting activity.
At such times the male gave forth several
Occasionshort notes which may accurately be termed “bleats.”
ally the bird, after performin g this novel antic would drop to
the grass some distance away, and then fly up after a time!
considerably nearer me, making it evident that he was attempting
to lure me away. Then again, after trying these antics for a
time, he would suddenly mount to the sky, and there woultl
follow a season of the wierd wind music-always
delightful.
Nuch time was spent in searchin,v for a nest, and on account
of failure to find even any certain iudicafion of breeding, I was
at the point of deciding that all these birtlx were simply passing
through, and courting as they progressed. Again and again
Snipes flushed almost under foot, and often their flushing was
so hesitant, and so varied with antics that the area whence they
sprang was literally combed before search was abantlonetl. The
birds seemed particularly
abundant in a treacherous waste
stretch which had been burned over, the previous fall, and here,
it seemed, a great percentage of the courtship was taking place.
It was found later that one pair actually did nest here, at the
edge of the burned area, but the first nest located was in the
middle of the principal cat-tail marsh where the dried blades
st’uck up in confusioir everywhere.
On May 4, while watching nest-builtling
operations of a
seclusive Swamp Sparrow there was occasion to tramp about a
TT’alking, or perhaps a better word,
great deal in the cat-tails.
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lwogress, was tlifflcult, because the depth of the water varied
greatly, and it was impossible to tell from the surface just how
far tlo\w
the uext step wollltl
tillie
01)e. It \\‘i\S II0 un1~sUal
thing for the water to go over III~ hip-boot tops. As is usually
the case, ;lt 1eilSt iii niy exlberience, the feriiule birtl flushed at a
time wlieu all thoughts of :I Sllipe’s Ilest were for the time being
abantlouetl. She left not iu ;I great
hurry, autl in doing so!
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outdid himself in the matter of protests. Xot only did he rise
repeatedly into the air, to descend on set wings stiffly arched
above his back, but he called constantly in a most agitated tone.
These notes I hat1 never heard before. After I had taken some
measurements regarding the nest, and collected some surrounding material, the male bird flew to the sky, where in wide circles
above me he indulged in the strange wailing-laugh.
The nest was beautifully situated in the center of a clump of
drietl fern stalks-a
clump similar to hundreds of just such
little islands near at hand, but certainly admirably suited to
such a nesting site, for the eggs were almost completely surrounded at the short distance of four inches by a paling of dead
fern stalks. The eggs were about nine inches above water at
this time although the water’s depth changed constantly with
every rainfall, and five days later the oufer rim of the nest was
only two inches above water level. I wontlered at the time of
fintling the nest what the Young Snipe did when hatched, surrounded as they were by water several inches deep. But I have
learned since then that young Snipe are not averse to deep water,
and seem to negotiate it without tliffiwlty.
The eggs in this
nest were far atlvancecl in incubation.
They would probably
have hatcher1 within a week. Thus I realizetl that if other nests
were nol- found very soon, our chances of seeing more Wilson’s
Snipe eggs were very few.
From Alay (i on Snipes were seen tlaily.
Soiiietimrs several
of tlieiii were flusliecl from a likely nesting area. but never (lid
their actioiis suggest flushing front ii nest, or even anxiety concerniiic~ it. I ju~lg~l, therefore, that these were mainly migrating
birtls Eausing on their: northern journe;v for a few days. This
supposition lnwrwl corrwt, for after the tenth of May, Snipes
were not often seen, nlltl n-he11they were observed their actions
always inclicate!l a nest iiearby.
At least twice cluring the perioll af:er fintling this first nest,
I saw a male birtl stantliiig on the grountl near me,-a
rather
unusual thing, since they were not as a rule seen until flushetl.
In both installces. the birtl was very much squattetl, anal, jutlging
from the alq~arriit tension of his botlg, reatly to spring into air
at any instant.
On May 17 further proof was fount1 that the \T’ilson’s Snipe is
a nester in I’~n~atuning Swamp. In a very small nmrshy arcascarcely a rot1 square.-lying
in iin 0l)en fieltl near the cat-tail
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swamp, I flushed a female Snipe, which threw herself about so
frantically
that I knew at once there were eggs or young. A
brief search revealed two of theI young birds, fairly well developed, but still in the down. The mother’s antics so claimed
my attention that I ditl not keep close enough watch of the
yo~ung, and eventually was unable to firltl them. I hesitated to
tramp about rn~rch at the time for fear of stepping upon thern.
The mother bircl grunted and clucked incessantly and fell upon
her side uttering mierd cries, arid beating her wings pitiably.
at
times she would dart into the air and circle about in great haste,
very close to me, and alight in the tall grass, whence she would
run gracefully away uutil she was again plainly in view. As
she ran about her heat1 was held rather stiffly, and it seemecl
that moving it from side to side much caused her inconvenience.
In fact, once or twice, a definite impression was given that she
was carrying something in her mouth, her head was held at such
a strained angle. I have always regretted that it was necessaq
to leave this little donlestic scene, without further observance of
the little ones, but I was calletl away, and never saw any of those
birds again. I marvelled at the time that so’ small a patch of
tall grass should have been selected as a nesting site. Experience since then has taught me that this area was not, indeed,
the nesting site, but a feetling or refuge ground to which the
mother hat1 led the young as soon as they were strong enough
to follow her. The actual nesting grounds mere restricted to
the larger marshes.
On May 15, 1023, I resumetl fieltl operations at the swamp,
and within a few hours after arrival hat1 located a Wilson’s
Snipe nest (No. 2), in exactly the same section of the swamp
as that where the 1022 nest with eggs was found. The female
bird left rather quietly and matle no protest.
She was heard
calling softly among the distant cat-tails, however, and by the
increase in the volume of the sound, T could tell she was coming
nearer. This nest was built upon a bit of decayed, sunken log
and was conipose(1 entirely of grass stems rather carefully laid
together. The eggs were but a few inches above the surface of
the mater, and although grass stems connectctl the nesting site
with other vegetation the nest was virtually on an island surrounde3 by water eighteen inches tleep. The water-level, by
the way, was at this time, unusually low, being fully fifteen
inches lower than it had been the pear before on the same date,
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so that it was now possible to walk about a large area of the
swamp without boots at all. The Snipes, however, built their
nests only in the submerged areas, probably for protection.
The
eggs in this nest were not placed, as I had expected to find them,
with all smaller ends toward the middle, but, as is shown in the
photograph of Nest No. 3, with three small ends pointed in the
same direction, and the remaining egg with its small end so
inserted as to allow the set to occupy the smallest possible space.
These eggs were not as much incubated as the set found on
May 4, 1922, indicating either that this season was very much
retarded, generally speaking, or that the present pair were
migrants whose nesting operations necessarily started later than
those of the permanent resident birds. On May 16, another
nest (NO. 3), with four eggs was fount1 but a short distance
from the first nest referred to. The eggs in this nest were even
closer to the water level, and certain it is, that if there had been
a day’s steady rain, this ant1 several other nests would have
been submerged. The female bird at this nest was quite solicitous, and fell upon a clump of ferns beating her wings wildly.
The eggs had been incubated not more than a week; the set
was a particularly
beautiful one, with heavy, handsome markings. Judging from the arrangement of the grass stems I should
say that this nest either had been built up directly out of the
water, or that the water level had recently been raised - which
latter supposition is scarcely plausible since there had been
no rain of any consequence for weeks. On May 17, Nr. Sorman
McClintock, who was with me, found yet another nest (No. 4)
about a quarter of a mile from the two already located, which
was situated in an unusual position. This nest was the only
Snipe nest I have seen which had any real protection from above.
The nest was so placed untler a (lead willow branch and some
leaning cat-tail stalks, that it was really difficult to see it. The
grasses composing the nest had been placed with care, and were
somewhat woven about the cat-tail stalks and other grasses
standing near. Mr. JIcClintock stated, when he reported the
nest to me, that there were but three eggs in the nest. I was
rather xurprisetl at this. But when I observed the nest personally, I found an egg floatin, 07in the water a few inches from it;
the female had kicked the egg out when she flushed. These
eggs were already hatching, and although the young birds were
inside the eggs, their fine, penetrating notes could be heard when
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I was standing some distance away. While we watched this
nest, which, by the way, was closer to the willow growth than
any SO far located, the female ( F) birtl flew rapidly by several
times, but did not make a vocal noise or give further protest.
I had the privilege of watching this bird on her nest for some
time. The water near at hand was very shallow.
During these few days of observation, when Snipe nests were
being located so constantly, I marvelled at the scarcity of the
birds themselves. There was occasional evidence of courtship
flights, and at night the wiertl calling was often heard, but the
Snipes were not often seen - not nearly so commonly at least
as they were in 1922. This has led me to believe that during
the previous year there may have been an abundant nesting
Snipe population in some section of the swamp which we did not
thoroughly enough investigate.
And certain it was, that in a
wide burnt-over area7 during the previous year, numbers of
courting Snipes were observetl, where it was later impossible to
spend much tirne searching for nests.
On May 29, with Messrs. Semple and Christy of Sewicklep,
I again visited the swamp, and had the good fortune to locate
yet another nest a few hours after arrival at the nesting grounds.
It was fast becoming dark aud as I was wading hurriedly
through tall cat-tails in an unfamiliar section of the marsh, 1
heard a significant flutter of wings near rlq feet. A brief insurroundetl by water, and
vestigation revealed the nest, again
built into the debris that hat1 collectetl about last year’s cattail stalks. As I looked I felt certain that there were but two
eggs, and I was wonderin g at the reason for an incomplete set
so late in the season, when I renlizetl that a dark portion of the
nest was not a shatlow, but a downy young bird, and in the
water near-by floated another, so young and weak that he
scarcely knew what was wrong, and less about how to improve
conditions: he had been kicketl out of the nest by the mother
bird as she left.
I picket1 the little creature out of the water;
he floated very bouyantly, and was not at all wet. As he stood in
my hand, with head drawn in, and bill not yet at all out of pro’portion as in the adult bird, I noticed the richness of his deep
brown coloration, and the beauty ant1 delicacy of the darker
clouding and fine buffy spotting. When put back in the nest, I
was relieved to find that he settled down peaceably. I had
almost expected him to bolt off among the cat-tails.
When I
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all, my eye fell upon a bit of dark brown near the rail on the
nearby track,-a
baby Wilson’s Snipe. I picked it up in haste,
and no sooner had done so than another little one appeared miraculously from under the huge, roaring train, and made straight
for me. These little Snipes were well developed, and it was
difficult to hold them delicately in my hands because they kicked
so. I put them down by a little pool nearby, and I saw the
Ry crawling carefully to the edge
mother join them shortly.
of the embankment I watchetl her run to the young ones and
cover them. Upon seeing me she walked over them, and eventually led them into the higher grasses ant1 weeds at the end of
the pool.
altogether
it would seem from the above notes, that the
Wilson’s Snipe is a l*egular, fairly common breetler in the swampy
areas of the northwestern part of Pennsylvania, and it should
reasonably be expected to occur in the marshes similar to the
cat-tail areas at Pymatuning throughout Erie, Warren, Crawford, Mercer, and northern Lawrence counties.
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When you read or hear anything derogatory to the Ozark
region of Missouri and Arkansas do not let yourself be fooled
into thinking that this region, famous in the comic columns of
the daily papers, does not have its share of nature and especially
of birds. Having lived all of my as yet rather short life iu
the Missouri Ozarks I atlmit a highly cleveloped prejutlice.
I
would not retract whatever I might say about the Ozarks for any
cause whatever.
Since I matle my advent onto the farm ilt the age of five I
have always stutlied birds. 14s usual with most youngsters, much
of my most interesting data was lost because I failed to keep
dates and other interesting data. Ant1 now in the later years I
must admit a lack of care and a lack of completeness ant1
thoroughness in bird study, which has come from the necessity
of making my study of birds a spare time pleasure, when spare
time always seems to come at times when the birtls are a minus
quantity.
For some time past, and for a year to come, I have
been a student in the Missouri Agricultural
College which has
kept me out of the Ozark region for nine to ten months per year.

